2021

For the first time ever, ORBIE winners from
chapters across the US will participate in the
National ORBIE Awards, presented by InspireCIO.
The National ORBIE Awards will take place on
Thursday, July 22, 2021.

INSPIRECIO
LEADERSHIP NETWORK

JOIN US LIVE
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Congratulations to the 2021 National CIO
of the Year Orbie Award winners!

Zoom’s secure, reliable video platform powers all of your communication needs,
including meetings, chat, phone, webinars, and online events.

Accelerate your move to the cloud
with the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange.
More information at zscaler.com
©2021 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved. Zscaler™and Zero Trust Exchange™are either (i) registered trademarks or service marks or (ii) trademarks or
service marks of Zscaler, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. Any other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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Roberto Arrocha, DAVACO (fmr) – DallasCIO ORBIE Finalist Dinner

GO.ORBIE.ORG/NATIONAL
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Calvin Rhodes – Georgia Technology Authority
Gregory Gatti – Atlanta Braves, Jaspal Sagoo – CDC, Sean Kramer – SiteOne
Bob DeRodes – Target, Delta, Home Depot (fmr), Marie Mouchet – Colonial Pipeline
Paul Falor – North Highland, Juan Perez, UPS

GIVING GREAT CIOs THE RECOGNITION
THEY DESERVE SINCE 1998
The CIO of the Year® ORBIE® Awards is the premier technology executive recognition
program in the United States. Since inception in 1998, over 1,500 CIOs have been honored as
finalists and over 400 CIO of the Year winners have received this prestigious ORBIE Award.
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Visit ORBIE.org
to meet over 20 years of
CIO ORBIE finalists and winners.
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LEADERSHIP UNSCRIPTED

YOUR RELATIONSHIPS CREATE LEADERSHIP ADVANTAGE
Bridget Quinlan | VP IT, Life Fitness

There's no textbook that tells you
how to be a great CIO.
Even if there were, it would be out of
date before the ink dried.
Top technology leaders know that
in today’s transforming digital
landscape, the rules are always
changing. Now more than ever, CIOs
need a regular space to connect
with peers and grow as leaders. But
inspiring leadership is more often
caught than taught.
Leadership Unscripted is the place
for CIOs to connect and stay
connected with their colleagues
from across the country. Leadership
Unscripted is a digital experience
exclusive to InspireCIO members,

every other week, that always
features a world-class thought
leader sharing insights from his or
her leadership journey – but it is the
‘unscripted’ conversations around the
digital tables that provide exponential
value. Leadership Unscripted is an
opportunity to invite CIO peers that
you want to get to know better.
Meeting at Leadership Unscripted is
an efficient way to connect, grow and
expand your influence – a click away,
no matter where you are.
As Leadership Unscripted grows,
InspireCIO members benefit from
expanding leadership advantage by
the very nature of who is in the room.
We'll meet you there.•

2019 CIO Finalists – BayAreaCIO ORBIE Awards

MEET ME AT

Leadership Unscripted is more than an event. It's a PLACE where InspireCIO
members meet digitally every other week to gain leadership insight from inspiring
keynote conversations and connect with members from across the country.

INSPIRECIO.COM/UNSCRIPTED
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YEAR UP

CLOSING THE OPPORTUNITY DIVIDE
Bill VanCuren | CIO, NCR Corporation

The war on talent continues to
escalate.
Now, more than ever, CIOs are
challenged to find top IT talent,
while so many young adults remain
disconnected from the eco-nomic
mainstream.

incredible opportunity to tap into
a diverse pipeline of bright, skilled
talent needed for today’s jobs and
those in the future.

Through a one-year intensive
training program, Year Up equips
young adults with professional and
technical skills companies need. By
Enter Year Up. Having prepared
more than 34,000 young adults from partnering with Year Up, InspireCIO
members not only help close the
disadvantaged backgrounds for
successful careers, Year Up’s mission “Opportunity Divide”, they gain
access to an incredible source of
is to close the “Opportunity Divide”
motivated IT talent who are uniquely
by ensuring their students gain the
prepared to lead through technical
skills, experiences and support that
will empower them to reach their full and organizational demands.
potential.
Join the 250+ companies, including
41 of the Fortune 100, who are
As a National Partner with Year
driving innovation with Year Up.•
Up, InspireCIO members have the

Gerald Chertavian, Year Up – Frank Bell, InspireCIO

MEET ME AT

NATIONAL PARTNER

Diversity of talent means a diversity of thought and
experience, leading to the fresh, new thinking that
Leadership Unscripted is more than an event. It's a PLACE where
innovative
companies
want and
need.
InspireCIO
members connect
with members
from
their chapter
and members from other InspireCIO chapters.

INSPIRECIO.COM/YEARUP
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KEVIN BOYD

TANYA HANNAH

DR. RAVI PENDSE

CIO

"The InspireCIO ORBIE resulted in
recognition and goodwill from all levels
of the University. Many of the team
members within the IT organization
indicated that they appreciated the
additional credibility of having a leader
recognized as one of the top CIOs in
Chicago.
Throughout the university, colleagues
offered congratulations and also
indicated appreciation for the
leadership and transformation that
resulted in a more customer-focused
and responsive IT team. This was
especially true as the University used
technology to rapidly transition to
remote teaching, learning, and work.
The award highlighted the positive
work being done by the IT department
and the publicity has resulted in IT
being included more frequently and
earlier in discussions about how to
solve problems at the University. The
best feedback may have been from a
client who commented that my teams
and I create better solutions whether
they involve technology or not."

CIO

"When I walk into a room, I cannot
assume I'm speaking to other
technologists. The ORBIE award
tells laypeople I have demonstrated
excellence in my field to a nationally
recognized group of peers. It gives
me credibility, and it builds trust in
my initiatives and those of my team.
There is no substitute for this kind of
professional recognition.
My greatest source of inspiration
is the continued growth and
development of my team. King
County Department of Information
Technology is an award-winning
recognized team which provides
and supports the technology that
powers King County, for everything
from health and human services,
transportation and E-911.
Recent innovations have included
using augmented reality googles to
train staff, develop an app allowing
the public to report dangerous
invasive plants, and an integrated
data hub to gather information on our
unhoused population to determine the
best solutions to the ongoing crisis. Its
GIS program was recently named the
#1 program in the US."

VP for IT & CIO

"I was humbled to be recognized in front
of the amazing group of CIOs representing
the State of Michigan. The award has been
and continues to be less about me, and
more about recognition of the incredible
efforts done by our team and the great
institution I have the privilege to represent.
I found it especially meaningful when,
during our scheduled virtual Town Hall
held for my team shortly after the ORBIE
Awards, my leadership team surprised
me by asking me to hold up the award
and talk about what it meant to win. I
was honored to share that with my entire
ITS team and point to it as yet another
example of what we can accomplish when
we work together with a sense of urgency,
with a laser focus on customer service,
and with a One ITS spirit.
The award was also a catalyst for
meaningful conversations and connections
with a nation-wide audience. After the
announcement, I heard from many former
peers, vendors, and CIO colleagues
from across the nation, which I deeply
appreciated—especially during the
pandemic.
Most recently, when the second wave of
the pandemic completely overwhelmed
India with cases averaging 400,000 plus
a day and the food security challenges,
my award and InspireCIO provided a
platform to talk about need to help India.
I am inspired by the generosity of the IT
community in supporting various charities
to help people in need. Caring colleagues
and ORBIE making a difference."

NONPROFIT/PUBLIC SECTOR
Includes CIOs for government, education, and nonprofit organizations:

WYORKCIO
E
N

LEN PETERS

VP, Global CIO. & Chief HIPPA
Security Officer

"Winning the ORBIE was one of the
most significant highlights in my career.
It is a validation for the self that helps
further your career with the confidence
that is necessary to be successful.
As a result of being a winner, I
have received countless notes of
congratulations along with calls from
recruiters and sales people that want
to work with me. I feel very fortunate to
have been recognized in this way.
I am also humbled by the honor to
be nominated for the national award.
Overall, the ORBIE has become the
culmination of my career and it will
now carry me forward as so many new
options are coming my way. Again, I am
extremely grateful."

STONCIO
O
B

BOB SOLIS

INCITIESCI
W
O
T

TAREK TOMES

CIO

Commissioner of Minnesota IT
Services & CIO

"MIT Lincoln Laboratory focuses
on matters of national and global
significance. It is the very fiber of
how the Laboratory culture thinks.
Every member of the organization is
challenged to aspire to this level of
thinking and leadership.

"Winning the ORBIE award is a recognition
that I share with all of Minnesota IT
Services – the work of the entire team at
the state of Minnesota is what inspires
and motivates me every day. Oftentimes,
people don’t realize how much they rely
on technology until something goes
wrong. Proactive communication and
demonstrated success help technologists
come to the table with business partners
as true co-creators. Moving the needle
for innovation and transformation efforts
requires trust. While that trust is built on
successfully delivering IT solutions, it also
comes from recognition, like the ORBIE
award, which enhances credibility.

Winning the ORBIE has been an
invaluable experience and achievement
for our department, raising IT to a level
of recognition that has heightened the
respect of our colleagues. The fact that
this recognition emanates from our
colleagues, themselves national and
globally recognized in their fields, has
created an incredible sense of pride
and confidence for our team.
The team and myself have leveraged
this achievement to boost our ability
to promote and deliver on our digital
transformation vision and journey for
the enterprise."

The ORBIE award, and the recognition
from peers in the IT industry, has helped
to reinforce the important role that
technology plays with the state agencies
we serve at MNIT – in response to crisis
and in times of greater stability. It validates
the direction we are headed and the
incredible work that MNIT does to help
create an innovative digital government
that works for everyone.
I have been able to make connections with
my CIO peers through the ORBIE network
– resulting in more positive outcomes
for Minnesotans. For example, during
the COVID-19 pandemic, leadership from
Target and the state of Minnesota worked
together to develop a symptom screening
tool, helping places of business safely stay
open and operational. Together, we also
continue work to address opportunities
in building greater depth and diversity in
Minnesota’s technology workforce."
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LLASCIO
A
D

MATT CHAMBERS
CIO

"I think winning the ORBIE helped
reaffirm the trust our executives have
in my team and me. I report to the
President of our organization, and he is
consistently positive and supportive of
our team’s outputs.
Winning an external award from an
objective third party helps to solidify
that trust and validate positive internal
perceptions our team has earned
within BSWH. He has joked with me
that if healthcare had rankings the way
college sports do, we would be a
'Top 5' team.
I believe recognition like winning the
ORBIE is one of the closest ways our
team can come to being viewed as #1
in the polls."

ICAGOCIO
H
C

LISA DYKSTRA
SVP & CIO

"The Healthcare CIO role evolved
significantly over the years to one that
engages the business on strategy,
performance and innovation. CIOs are
relentless when it comes to protecting
and advancing our organizations but
it is the whole effort of the team that
works tirelessly to make it all happen.
The work of InspireCIO to elevate
awareness and recognize the talent
that exists across the country has
helped all of us rise.
Whether a nominee, finalist or winner,
these recognitions are a source of
pride in my work, work of the team
and organization, as well as improved
visibility, employee morale and
engagement."

ILLYCIO
PH

TOM GORDON
SVP & CIO

"The work of IT is about enabling
strategies across the enterprise. The
ORBIE & its acknowledgment of a
successful IT program led to more
strategic conversations across the
enterprise. This recognition has added
to our toolkit & ability to influence
strategy at all levels. It goes without
saying that the ORBIE award is really
an acknowledgment of how successful
a team has been. A CIO is only as good
as the team they are fortunate to work
with and serve. I am really fortunate to
work with a great team, and the ORBIE
award certainly was celebrated as a team
award. The credibility that has come
along with the ORBIE has allowed me to
create new senior IT leadership roles and
grow the entire IT team.
The IT team has worked hard to influence
the organization to follow a strategy of
ONEVirtua as an IT platform. We have
been able to influence by showing results
around a first-class experience, improved
quality and safety, and better solutions.
We were well positioned to pivot to
a more digital care service during the
Covid pandemic. While the ORBIE alone
did not enable those strategies, the
national and regional recognition added
to an already successful program which
helps us continue to influence.
Personally, and professionally, the
ORBIE & InspireCIO have been great to
align like- minded & innovative minds
from across industries. The sharing
of strategies and experiences from IT
veterans has been amazing."

HEALTHCARE

Includes CIOs for hospitals & healthcare organizations:

TW

INCITIESCIO

MIKE LARSON

LORADOCIO
O
C

ABAMACIO
L
A

SVP & CIO

SVP, Chief Information & Digital
Officer

CRAIG RICHARDVILLE

RUSTY YEAGER

"I believe that credibility, leadership
opportunity, & organizational influence
come from one’s actions & the outcomes
of those actions. I take pride in being
part of the ORBIE Awards process as it
is based on leadership and management
skills, the business value created by
technology, and engagement in industry/
community endeavors. These are
key ingredients to earning credibility,
expanding leadership opportunities, and
gaining influence within the organization
and more broadly. It means a great deal to
be recognized by your peers or industry
colleagues for accomplishments in these
areas.

"The ORBIE Award is the Standard
across the country. It represents the
achievement of one’s team collection
of work, representing the total
organization, enabled by the digital
and technology assets that you lead,
creating innovative and transformative
successes from both within your
company and to one’s customers and
consumers.

"Winning the AlabamaCIO ORBIE
was a quite an honor, but it is really a
reflection of the incredible team that we
have built to serve our caregivers and
their patients. With this award and the
subsequent opportunity to represent
AlabamaCIO nationally, the team and
I have used our successes to continue
to drive improvement across our
organization.

I believe there are more important benefits
of participating in the ORBIE process than
the personal gratification of a CIO winning
an ORBIE Award. The recognition really
goes to the devoted Agiliti teams who
work so incredibly hard to deliver on our
transformation initiatives and ensure the
continued success of Agiliti Health and our
unwavering belief that Every Interaction
Has the Power to Change a Life. What
the ORBIE reflects is a testament to the
great technology and business teams at
Agiliti. The ORBIE has been a catalyst to
highlight the great work and successes of
the 4,500+ dedicated teammates. Because
of the ORBIE’s industry recognition, it
has put a spotlight on the amazing things
happening at Agiliti showing the world
what we call TEAM AGILITI!"

Peers across the country, across all
verticals, understand the level of
leadership, commitment and measured
success to have earned the ORBIE
Award. The whole process from
nominations to finalists to award
winners all provide exposure to great
leaders, recognition of your specific
team, and countless networking
opportunities to discover solutions or
to find answers to other challenging
problems.
It is with Great Honor that one displays
the ORBIE Award, and is one that
makes you proud of your team, your
partners, and your company that you
represent - Top Shelf."

SVP & CIO

With our proven capabilities in project
leadership, collaboration and intense
customer focus, I was given responsibility
for the Design and Construction (D&C)
function in November 2019. In this
role, I have responsibility for fulfilling
an incredible growth strategy: 6 to
10 new Hospitals per year and 100 to
150 bed additions. Immediately, the
IT team responded with process and
technologies to support the D&C team.
Subsequently the IT and D&C teams
supported our operations teams in
the opening of 4 Hospitals, 3 during
the Covid 19 pandemic in 2020 and 3
Hospitals in 2021 with 5 more in 2021.
In addition to the internal activities,
I have concentrated and have been
rewarded by the opportunity to “give
back” to our community, I have mentored
and am mentoring aspiring CIOs on an
adhoc basis and as part of the InspireCIO
Leadership Academy. Additionally, I have
taken on a leadership role in the United
Way of Central Alabama Leadership
Cabinet where I am co-chairing the 'New
Business' committee for 2021 and 2022."
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INNOVATION
SHOWCASE
CIOxCHANGE

VENTURE-BACKED EMERGING TECH IN A RAPID-FIRE FORMAT
Dave Krupinski | Co-Founder, Care.com

Technology innovations are
emerging at a record pace...
in some cases, before CIOs fully
appreciate the issues which
these new technologies address.
So how do InspireCIO members
identify the best new innovations
available to create competitive
advantage without sitting in endless
presentations?
The Innovation Showcase features
member-invited, early-stage
enterprise technologies presenting
in a rapid-fire, virtual format.
The goal – to create an efficient
environment for technology leaders
to anonymously hear and evaluate
these new technologies while

providing a collaborative space
to connect with other InspireCIO
members. Each presenting company
receives a designated virtual table,
so that CIO members attending
the program can easily locate
presenters, ask questions, and
interact with other CIOs during
breaks between the presentations.
The hope is for members to see or
hear something that can be a gamechanger for their organization.
To select the venture-backed
companies, each chapter appoints
a CIO member to serve on the
regional Innovation Showcase
Committees. The committees then
meet over several weeks to select

the best and brightest emerging
technology companies to pitch their
value propositions in pre-recorded,
efficient presentations. The selected
showcase companies are innovating
in AI & ML, big data & analytics,
cloud, devops & infrastructure, SAAS
applications and security.
As National Chair of the regional
Innovation Showcase programs, I
am passionate about helping earlystage innovators be discovered by
the companies who need them. The
Innovation Showcase supports the
mission of InspireCIO to help CIOs
thrive in today’s most challenging
C-suite executive role.•

CHICAGOCIO

SOUTHEAST | AUGUST 26, 2021
CENTRAL | SEPTEMBER 17, 2021
WEST | NOVEMBER 18, 2021

INSPIRECIO.COM/INNOVATION
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REDEFINE WHAT CLOUD
CAN DO FOR YOU

At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn
the improbable into possible – over and over again. Simply put,
we propel your organization forward.

Google Cloud

Partner

It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s about what you do
once you’re there. Accelerating application development.
Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data as a
competitive edge. Your challenges are ours. We’re ready. Let’s go.
SADA.com / +1 (818) 766-2400 / googlesales@sada.com

#1 Cybersecurity
Company in the World
Leading Every Evolution
of Cybersecurity
Most Deployed
Most Validated
Most Patented
Broadest Portfolio

www.fortinet.com

Congratulations to the “Best of the Best”
2021 CIO of the Year
Award Winners and Nominees
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ANDREW BROCK

DAVE HOAG

EVP & CIO, Associa;
CEO, Associa Digital Services

"Winning the ORBIE immediately
impacted dynamics within our firm. It
provided an external validation of our
efforts, which had been challenging
for us to holistically benchmark. The
ORBIE became that first, crucial
benchmark.
Our recruiting efforts changed
overnight. Where we had historically
struggled to compete with larger firms
for the best talent, the ORBIE gave
candidates a tangible validation that
our innovative & cherishing IT culture
wasn't just marketing - it was real.
We now consistently win at the talent
war, effectively competing against the
digital giants. I attribute this in part to
the ORBIE.
I've taken leadership roles with
InspireCIO, and I've hosted sessions
with other ORBIE award winners
to speak to my team and groups of
leaders within our firm. The network
of ORBIE winners is a powerful tool,
and I've leveraged it to grow the digital
and technological development of our
team.
This has been a strong influence at the
leadership level in our company, and
together, we are effectively leading our
firm towards its future operating model
- a digital one.."

CIO

"I believe I won the ORBIE, in part, due
to the credibility I had already earned
with my peers, CEO/COO, the board
and our staff. The most significant
benefit from winning the ORBIE is the
credibility our organization has for
those who don't readily know me or
what we've accomplished at OCC.
Anecdotally, recruiting at all levels
seems to be easier for us than others
in our peer group and I've had
candidates cite the ORBIE as a data
point in their due diligence.
In addition, the transformational work
the team has accomplished and the
recognition of the ORBIE, provides
additional credibility for us when we
share our transformational story.
Examples of our outreach include
being profiled in the Wall Street
Journal for our resiliency during the
pandemic and several opportunities
where I have participated on panels
discussing issues facing today's CIOs."

LLASCIO
A
D

JOAN KUEHL
EVP & CIO

"Winning the ORBIE was a pivotal
event for our Enterprise Technology
organization. It provided affirmation that
our technology team was respected by
our peers & that our work provided value
to the organization. Because the ORBIE is
a such a well-respected industry award, it
enhanced the credibility of our technology
organization within the company. The
recognition magnified the credence
of our collective voice in Enterprise
Technology and helped us to drive the
buy-in needed for our technology strategy,
which allowed us to build Blueprint, our
technology platform that supports our
online loan products. The creation of the
Blueprint platform allowed the company
to broaden our business & transform from
being an online lender to becoming a
technology platform for other companies
to expand their lending business. The
ORBIE award was also a shot in the arm
for the confidence of our technology team.
We were all honored to be recognized
by our peers & gratified that our efforts
were valued. After winning the ORBIE,
I noticed that many of our technology
teammates spoke with greater confidence
and felt more comfortable bringing new &
innovative ideas to our business partners.
For me personally, the ORBIE award
increased my influence & respect within
the company and the industry. It also
introduced me to the Inspire CIO Network.
As a result, I’ve formed many relationships
with other CIOs in Dallas that have been
incredibly valuable making me a stronger,
more well-informed CIO."

CORPORATE

Includes CIOs for organizations up to $1 billion annual revenue:

ORGIACIO
E
G

YAREACIO
A
B

PRAMESH NAIK

WENDY PFEIFFER

CIO

"'Good communication is not just data
transfer,' says John Kotter. Effective
communication requires credibility,
and the ORBIE win helped me gain
credibility at a critical time of growth for
my organization. During a merger and
pandemic, it provided validation of my
leadership and my team’s hard work.
I was fortunate to begin my current
role as CIO with the confidence of firm
leadership & my team, which I had earned
when I worked at the firm in another role
years before. However, in July of 2020,
during the middle of a pandemic, our
firm underwent the largest merger in the
organization’s history, almost doubling
in size, and my newest colleagues did
not have a history of working with me
to provide them with confidence in our
technology roadmap. The ORBIE win
helped reassure my new colleagues that
they can trust my team.
For example, I work closely with our
Technology & Information Services
Committee of 30 attorneys. The ORBIE
win helped me gain the trust of new
committee members, especially from the
firm we merged with who are impacted
most by the consolidation of systems and
related technology changes.
I have also used & continue to use my
win to motivate my team. While it may
be a cliché, CIOs are only as successful
as the teams we work with. I use my win
to remind my team of the rewards and
recognition that comes from hard work,
and there is no better recognition than
from your peers!"

SVP & CIO

"Winning the BayAreaCIO of the
Year was such an unexpected and
delightful surprise to me. The award,
recommended by several vendor
partners and juried by my peers, was
validation of not only *what* I have
done in my career, but also *how* I
have done it. It was, in essence, as
though the influencers in my industry
said, 'Hey Wendy, we see you, and we
think you're doing a great job.'
Several decades into my IT career, this
marked the first time that I had ever
received such acknowledgement. My
colleagues at Nutanix were already
supporters, but they were so happy for
this acknowledgement. And it's great
to know that my efforts are visible not
only to my small inner circle, but also
more broadly within my community.
Ultimately, this acknowledgement has
strengthened my courage to lead and
deliver authentically. Thank you!"

STONCIO
O
B

JASON WHITE
EVP & CIO

"Winning the ORBIE has been an
amazing accomplishment, one that
our CEO, COO and I take to heart and
are proud of bringing up on calls and
meetings with potential FinTech partners
and research firms such as Gartner.
I would say, that winning the ORBIE has
assisted with a set level on confidence
in the Executive team on what has been
accomplished to date and fortifying
the recommended roadmaps for both
Business and Digital to futureproof our
future.
I love what I do and have an innate
passion for technology which makes
choosing one accomplishment
challenging. My greatest accomplishment
has been creating an engaging
environment with my staff and building
inclusive, collaborative partnerships with
our lines of business. This has created a
united build of our technology strategy
and corporate initiatives, allowing for
faster execution and speed to market for
customer offerings and has created an
effective, efficient environment for our
employees.
Technology is only as good as those
that use it. Engagement, collaboration
and partnerships are key to getting the
right technology to our employees and
customers."
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MATT BIERI

JAMES CHILTON

EVP & CIO

"The ORBIE I received is the team’s
ORBIE. They’ve done the hard work of
enabling Tyler’s growth and dominance, I
simply have had the honor of receiving it
for them. Within the I.T. organization and
its leadership, it has given us all a new
level of pride and belief in what we do
and how we operate each and every day.
Since winning the ORBIE, I have had calls
with several city and state CIOs that are
now clients of ours. I’m now meeting
regularly with a few of them and it is
strengthening the relationship between
our client and Tyler. Its been great to be
able to bounce ideas off one another.
I have also leveraged the ORBIE to
secure advisory board positions with a
few technology organizations. This is
enabling Tyler to affect their product
direction to meet our and our client
needs. There have been many other
technology organizations “knocking
on the door”. Some looking for sales,
but others just want to see if their
product ideas were of value to the CIO
community. Many of these I have been
able to refer to other CIO’s where their
products will fill a need.
The Executive Recruiters have been
active! It has been an honor to help
provide them names of some great
people I’ve worked with and to see them
move into exciting new positions. It is
such a thrill to know I have helped others
along the way and now see them in great
roles."

CIO

"Everyone wants to be part of a
winning team! First, I am pleased that
the ORBIE recognition has proven to
be a validation that has encouraged
prospective candidates to seriously
consider becoming part of the
Cengage technology teams. Being
recognized as an ORBIE winner has
encouraged confidence in my team
and our customers that we are leading
in the right direction to enable our
business, and we have the talent and
competencies to deliver. There is a
heightened sense of credibility for me,
my team and partners directly related
to this recognition as we’ve tackled
business and technology challenges
across our global business. Winning the
ORBIE has helped me build a trusted
network among executives which
has matured my own confidence to
make bold decisions that I am now
well positioned to make and have
the business support to tackle. A
bold decision includes the design
and approval of a major technology
modernization program that is
estimated to span five years and reach
our global workforce with needed
optimization across critical business
areas of ERP, CRM, eCommerce,
Product Development and Business
Intelligence.The InspireCIO network
has also provided insight through peer
conversations which have been very
valuable for our team. The positive
impact and further belief in the peer-led
community provided by BostonCIO has
led me to recently sign up four of my
VP-level direct reports for NGL."

STONCIO
BO

BERNIE GRACY
CDO

"I see this nomination, my 2019 ORBIE
BostonCIO win and the various other
recognitions we have been privileged
to receive (including our recent CIO
100 award) as reflective of the entire
technology organization and the Agero
business at large. This is a true testament
to the individual & collective leadership
of the entire company - specifically
Agero’s leadership in innovating an
industry, finding value, driving change
and creating new ways of thinking at
scale.
Our work 'matters' - we are essentially
in the life-saving business helping
more than 30,000 people each day to
get back on the road. It is a privilege
to work here. But awards like these
also showcase how much fun we are
having. We work on new, exciting and
challenging initiatives each day, initiatives
that help us – along with our other
avenues of employee support – develop
our people and create new leaders. We’re
truly unlocking talent in new ways just by
the work we do and reinventing how we
work together.
These nominations & wins raise our
profile with clients & prospects, but as
importantly, they build our brand as a
tech company “on the move” in the war
for attracting and retaining talent. While
the CIO of the Year award is given to
individuals, this truly is more about our
people, our teams, our teamwork, and
our collective passion to shape the future
of Agero."

LARGE CORPORATE

Includes CIOs for organizations over $1 billion annual revenue:

ILLYCIO
PH

DAWN KIRCHNERKING
VP & CIO

"At first I was reluctant to accept the
award. I’m not always comfortable
in the spotlight or being recognized.
The work that I do is really leading the
great people of Armstrong, removing
obstacles so that they can provide
the best possible outcomes for our
stakeholders and customers through
technology. It is their work that brought
this recognition.
I was surprised and pleased by how my
team reacted. They were so proud of
our work. Its easy for me to celebrate
and express gratitude for the team’s
accomplishments; however the external
recognition made us sit up straighter
and hold our heads higher. It validated
the work we do by recognizing it from
the outside-in.
The award has also been acknowledged
and celebrated by some of my board
members, providing additional
recognition and credibility in the board
room."

WYORKCIO
E
N

MICHAEL SALAS

SVP, Chief Information &
Digital Officer

ILLYCIO
PH

USMAN WAHEED
Chief Information &
Technology Officer

"Being a CIO is a team sport. You
are the coach of a high-performing
large team in a very complex business
environment. Winning the ORBIE is
excellent recognition for the team's
performance and outstanding work.
Not just in our industry, but in the state
of New York!

"ORBIE has provided Knoll IT an external
certification of the outstanding work that
the team has done at Knoll in the past 5
years. Just before receiving ORBIE, Knoll
IT was awarded the Team of the year
award by the Board of Directors of Knoll,
after delivering a spotless front-end
transformation of the business.

It took two years to build credibility
at SUEZ and 'get a seat at the table.' I
always say to the team, coming up with
ideas or strategy is easy… it's delivery
that’s hard and what counts! Winning
the ORBIE is an excellent example of
building a business-aligned technology
strategy and delivering business value
over multiple years.

The judging process led by the
industry leading CIOs gave my team
the validation that their work is valued
and recognized not just within the
organization but outside the organization
as well.

As in any organization, you have
your supporters and those that
believe they can do it better, faster
and cheaper. You may spend years
building credibility and trust with an
executive or business unit, to then
have to do it all over again when they
leave the organization and a new
executive starts. The ever-changing
landscape and executive relationship
management is are key challenges for
any business-focused CIO. Winning the
ORBIE assists in building this credibility
and influences the thinking that we are
on the right path."

We have attracted great talent because
of the publicity we received, and it has
helped us fill any talent gaps in our
organization. We built this organization
from the ground up and the ORBIE
gave my team a morale booster as they
continue to perform an outstanding job.
As a result of this recognition and
our internal partnership with various
businesses at Knoll, many business team
members are eager to join the ONEKnoll
transformation team. We could not be
more grateful for the recognition and
support of the CIO community."
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NEXT GENERATION LEADER

GREAT LEADERS INSPIRE RESULTS THROUGH OTHERS
Kristy Simonette | CIO, Camden Properties Trust

Great leaders become great by
investing in their teams.
Exclusive to InspireCIO members,
Next Generation Leader (NGL) is
a CIO-designed, cohort-based IT
leadership development program
created to develop your up-andcoming, high potential leaders.
NGL launches with a personalized,
professional self assessment,
providing the opportunity to
identify key areas of growth and
create a targeted leadership
development plan. From there,
participants engage in a blended
learning experience that combines
collaborative CIO-led workshops,

peer-to-peer interaction and
problem-solving, CIO mentoring &
access to over 5,000 IT leadership
focused, micro-learning resources.
NGL is uniquely structured to
elevate your team members from
functioning as back-office order
takers to leading as trusted advisors,
engaging with and delivering
business value for all organizational
stakeholders.
By zeroing in on the research-based
core competencies today's IT leaders
must have to deliver game-changing
value, NGL will position your best
talent to make a significant impact in
the areas you most want to shape.•

Kristy Simonette – HoustonCIO Vice Chair

INSPIRE
YOUR TEAM
Great CIOs attract & develop talent. Enrolling your high
potential leaders in NGL communicates your appreciation,
develops essential leadership skills and produces high
engagement and loyalty to you and your organization.

INSPIRECIO.COM/NGL
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CIOXCHANGE
CIOxCHANGE

COLLABORATION PRODUCES WISDOM

Becky Blalock | Managing Partner, Advisory Capital & CIO, Southern Company (ret)

The digital world is spinning at an
accelerated pace.
Keeping up with the speed of
technology requires more than
information. The best way to get
ahead and stay ahead of the curve
is by connecting with your C-suite
peers.
CIOxChange is a proven, structured
methodology for facilitating member
interaction across the country.
Members are grouped at digital
tables by size, industry and various
topics, with assigned questions
and prompts to encourage sharing
of ideas, best practices and areas
where members need or can provide

assistance. Becoming a subject
matter expert in every discipline is
impossible.
To learn and grow in your role is
critical to surround yourself with the
best. Identifying who are the most
talented leaders in a particular field
and building relationships with them
is a winning strategy.
Having a trusted network, which is
there when you need it, can move
mountains and save significant time,
money and heartache. The project
one CIO is about to start has likely
just been completed by another.
The answer is in the room... and
CIOxChange helps you discover it.•

Becky Blalock – NewYorkCIO ORBIE Awards

ALABAMACIO

SHARE | COLLABORATE | SOLVE
The project one CIO is about to start has likely just been completed by
another. Member engagement is the X-Factor that creates enormous
value to InspireCIO members across the country.
CIOxCHANGE is designed to provide members in-time solutions to
your real-time challenges.

INSPIRECIO.COM

JULY 22, 2021

ORADOCI
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O
CO

PAUL ALGREEN
CIO

"At Janus Henderson my credibility and
influence are derived from my consistent
approach to leadership and being there
for my team & my business partners
without fail. They know they can trust me
to support them, help solve problems,
and put our clients & business first in
everything we do. That being said, winning
the ColoradoCIO of the Year ORBIE award
has helped in quite significant, possibly
more important, ways!
Winning the ORBIE was a reflection of our
team successes & sharing it with them &
with our business partners has created a
massive boost in enthusiasm and energy.
Winning the ORBIE is a strong
endorsement of the innovative and
business-value focused strategy that we
have developed & serves to reinforce that
ours is a winning strategy.
It is with that recognition and with that
assurance that we have collectively
built credibility & influence as we drive
forward with greater confidence. External
acknowledgement of our excellence
brought by winning the ORBIE has created
substantial organizational momentum and
as the leader I am very grateful for that
unexpected, but powerful support.
The opportunity to network and interact
with a world-class group of CIOs has
provided abundant opportunity to learn
from the best. Learning from other awardwinning CIOs has helped inform my own
strategy and bring valuable peer-tested
insights and best practices back to my
organization."

LLASCIO
A
D

SUMIT ANAND

Chief Strategy Officer & CIO

"At the 2020 DallasCIO Awards, there
were several great technology leaders
competing, and I am sure that everyone
had a great story & a phenomenal list of
initiatives that their team had delivered.
For us, being a finalist was an honor but
to be a winner was surreal!
The ORBIE was a testament to all the
hard work of our technology team to
always enhance our brand experience.
Here are a few things that happened
after we won the ORBIE:
At Home is the #8 fastest growing
retailer in the country. This award
allowed At Home’s technology team
to be recognized for all their efforts to
enable the growth of our organization.
It’s always exciting to be on the winning
team and I am sure this award allowed
all of our team members & technology
partners to get recognition amongst
their peer group.
This award helped strengthen the point
of view within the executive team &
BoD that we have a small but mighty
technology team that competed with its
peers in the DFW area and won based
on their accomplishments, leadership,
and ability to deliver value.
The technology team gained a lot of
respect from their business counterparts
& our partnerships became significantly
stronger. The trust equation went up
because the team was recognized across
the DFW area for their accomplishments.
As a team, we believe in these four words
– stay humble, stay hungry!"

A
CHIG NCIO
I
M

JOHN HILL

CIO & SVP, Business Planning

"Winning the Orbie is a great honor
for the entire technology team at
Carhartt. It is a testament to the
great things they have been doing to
help the business grow.
Recognizing a competitive
opportunity, Carhartt continued to
accelerate its digitalization journey
in 2020 despite the pandemic. We
simultaneously embarked upon
replacing our ERP systems, our point
of sale system, our eCommerce
platform, and our planning system
while at the same time migrating our
data center and adopting a cloud
first approach. This digitalization
effort includes a re-imagining of all
key business processes as part of the
ERP implementation.
This effort culminates a five-year
journey in which all of the key
applications and infrastructure within
Carhartt were either developed or
replaced."

ENTERPRISE

Includes CIOs for organizations over $1.5 billion annual revenue:

USTONCIO
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MICHAEL MATHEWS

TODD RENAUD

ASHOK VANTIPALLI

"I was grateful to be a 2019 TwinCitiesCIO
of the Year ORBIE winner; the timing
of this recognition couldn’t have been
better, especially as we had just begun
our biggest technology & digital
transformation ever, under our then new
CEO, Barry McCarthy. I was recognized by
Barry, our CEO, my ELT peer group and
our Board for this accomplishment – and
while I received the award, I accredited
the win to the team & all the partners who
comprise our great Deluxe IT team.

"The ORBIE award gave me and my
team a 'boost' of recognition and
credibility amongst both our company
and with our partners. An award
based on peer and colleague review
is validation that our efforts and
delivery is valuable and we leveraged
that change to continue growing as
a strategic department within our
company. Technology is valued at our
Company and personally, this increase
in credibility gives me continued
confidence to push new ideas and
efforts.

"First of all, on a lighter side, I am now
addressed as the 'CIO of the Year'
by my Executive Leadership Team,
complimented with a Microsoft Teams
background when we meet virtually.

TW

INCITIESCIO

SVP & CIO

It was several months later where I
was able to showcase our technology
story & transformation at Deluxe’s firstever Investor Day in New York City.
In my presentation to our Investment
Community, I highlighted my position
as an ORBIE finalist in 2018 and then as
an award winner in 2019. I was humbled
& proud to be able to stand before our
Investors as a CIO of the Year, especially
as we were pitching our transformation
story of becoming a Trusted Business
Technology company. The messaging was
consistent, meaningful & timely.
In the months that followed (and still
today), I was asked numerous times
to speak, present and host conference
sessions, as well as, join various boards
including Alerus (NASDAQ: ALRS),
MNTech, and MEDA – all in large part to
fulfill a need to have a proven, recognized
technology leader and voice as a part
of their respective organizations. The
ORBIE and its associated recognition
have certainly been valuable and greatly
appreciated."

CIO

One of our greatest IT team
accomplishments at Conn’s is the
conversion of a legacy paper-based
loan application and sales process to a
fully digital, electronic signature-based,
point-of-sale experience using tablets.
This has fundamentally changed our
sales process resulting in a more
interactive and positive experience for
both customers and associates. The
initial results include reduction and
elimination of manual processes and
paper, decreased associate training
time, enhanced operational efficiencies,
financial benefits to the company and
serves as the foundation for continued
feature expansion for both employee
and customers."

CIO

On a more serious note, my team & I
always had complete support of our
CEO and the ELT. Because of this
collaboration, we’ve been able to drive
technology capabilities and grow
TireHub.
I saw TireHub as a once in a lifetime
opportunity to set the technology
strategy ground up. The most important
reason our team is seen as the driver
of growth is because of our pragmatic
approach and agility to deliver quickly.
Being part of TireHub's growth journey
over the last 3 years has been my
greatest professional accomplishment.
While our shareholders & the ELT knew
technology was going to be instrumental
for our company's growth, I am really
proud of how my team executed to bring
our technology goals to reality."

JULY 22, 2021
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DARRELL FERNANDES

SMD & Head of Product Technology

"I was ecstatic to be honored with
the ORBIE, but not as a personal
accomplishment. This was a team win.
The incredible value we provide to
millions of educators and healthcare
providers are a direct result of the
phenomenal women and men of TIAA
whom I have the privilege to support.
This was their ORBIE.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, TIAA
nimbly responded to the CARES Act,
designed to assist Americans affected
by the pandemic, ensuring quick
access to funds. An independent study
by the National Association of Plan
Sponsors recognized TIAA for being
the first out of thirty seven competitors
ready on day one.
Being able to help our participants in
this unprecedented time is one of the
most rewarding experiences of my
career. It was also inspiring to see the
foundational technology work we’ve
done for the past few years enable us
to be there for our customers when
they needed us most."

IZONACIO
R
A

MICHAEL GOODWIN
SVP & CIO

"I was pleasantly surprised by the
overwhelming support and recognition
I got within PetSmart in winning the
ORBIE. My CEO put out a companywide announcement of my win with
active external social media presence.
Associates in my organization, peers
across the company and even associates
in stores sent notes of congratulations.
My peers & associates commented that
this award was in recognition of what
they knew already. I don't seek this type
of spotlight but it was a great reflection
of my team, peers & associates
across the company's phenomenal
accomplishments. I am included on
interview panels for many executive
and VP level external searches that
occur outside of my department. They
value my perspectives on leadership
and ability to recognize good talent.
The ORBIE win also elevated the IT
organization where a sense of pride was
displayed in my recognition of them as
the real winners behind this recognition.
They truly deserved it.
Finally, I have been involved more in
general business strategic planning,
leading task forces in developing new
revenue sources, and being a active
member on our field organization
performance based culture initiative.
My insights & strategic perspectives are
sought on many non-technical strategic
planning teams. I already had a great
relationship with leaders and associates
across the organization but the ORBIE
win has put a topspin on my credibility
and influence going forward."

PITALCIO
A
C

KRISTIE GRINNELL

Global CIO, VP IT & SCM

"Winning an ORBIE has allowed me to
gain influence in three ways: Company,
Customer, Community.
Company: Winning the CapitalCIO
2020 ORBIE has provided the ability to
showcase the talent on my team as 'an
award-winning organization', gaining
more respect across our company as we
partner to solve business problems.
Customer: I share our GDIT Customer
Zero story often with our customers,
sharing best practices and the GDIT IT
Transformation journey. Being able to put
the exclamation point on that story with
the ORBIE achievement has gained the
attention of fellow CIOs in our Federal
customer base.
Community: I am passionate and active
in bringing the next generation into the
STEM field, especially young women.
I sit on the advisory board of STEM
for HER, am a member of Women in
IT (Stem Leadership Award 2019), the
executive sponsor of Girls Who Code
at GDIT, as well as the founder of our
employee resource group, ForWARD (For
Women’s Advancement, Recognition,
and Development), and I sit on the board
of directors for Louisiana Tech College
of Engineering & Sciences. Winning the
ORBIE has allowed to me to showcase
the future potential for all these students
on various panels, speeches and
discussions. They too can have a career
in IT, be a leader in the STEM field, and be
recognized for the hard work they put in
every day using IT to solve challenging
problems for the customer mission."

LARGE ENTERPRISE

Includes CIOs for organizations over $3 billion annual revenue:

WYORKCIO
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STEVE MILLS

CHRISTER PELTOMAA

JACOB SORENSEN

Global CIO

"Some of the big ways winning an ORBIE
has helped me...
Energize my team and given me a
great context for recognizing their
accomplishments. The ORBIE is a
national stage and it is exciting to my
team members to realize that this award
is clearly a recognition of the great
things they have accomplished and the
value they have added for our business.
The fact that it comes from outside
experts makes this even more powerful.
Engage me in broader interaction and
collaboration with my industry peers. The
ORBIE process reminded me that there
are a lot of other folks out there that I
can help and who can potentially help
me. The framework of InspireCIO and the
ORBIE process in particular have brought
me in contact with CIOs across all sorts
of companies and industries, and created
opportunities for us to interact informally.
This has been energizing for me and I
think beneficial for all of us.
Enhance my visibility. Since being
nominated for and awarded the ORBIE,
a number of people have reached out to
congratulate me. This has led to some
great new connections, opportunities
and discussions on all sorts of topics.
Expand my professional network.
Through the ORBIE process I was
introduced to InspireCIO and,
specifically, NewYorkCIO. Both are
great organizations with a strong roster
of CIO’s who face many of the same
challenges & opportunities I do."

SVP & CIO

"Winning the ORBIE award was a
great honor for me and my team and
a great testament to our success as
an organization. It shows that all hard
work has delivered great results. This
award has also highlighted and put
focus on the great talents I have the
honor to lead, and with the added
visibility of this award, many other
strong talents are now looking to join
our team.
The award also increased the visibility
within the larger Comcast organization
how important IT is to the success of a
modern and complex telecom operator
and how IT can deliver increased
revenue, improved operation, improve
customer experience, and help all
aspects to build a successful business.
I, personally, had the honor to be
recognized on our Intranet, internal
communications, and in newsletters.
This recognition brought much
attention to my team, to Comcast
Business, and what great work we
have done both as a business and as a
technology organization to enable and
drive the success of the business."

EVP & CIO

"Winning an ORBIE has led to a number
of positive outcomes. As soon as I
was announced as a winner, our CEO,
Nandita Bakhshi, began receiving text
messages from other envious CEO
colleagues. Following the announcement,
I’ve also connected with a broader CIO
community through the ORBIE team
which has enabled me to grow and learn
through a stronger CIO network.
Most importantly, the award has served
as public validation of all the technologydriven transformation we’ve been
creating across the Bank. It’s served as a
huge source of pride for our Technology
team as they understand that it really is
their work that is being celebrated, and I
was thrilled to be able to share the award
with them.
Lastly, the biggest surprise for me
was how we could use the award as a
marketing and recruiting tool to attract
new and more strategically placed talent.
Having the opportunity to shine a light
on the great work we are doing is a huge
lever that our talented recruiting team
has been using to promote opportunities
within the Bank of the West Technology
organization."
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BETH BOUCHER
SVP & CIO

"Being recognized as an ORBIE winner
for the NY CIO community significantly
improved my credibility and influence in
the organization.
The best evidence of that recognition
was the fact that I am the only remaining
Executive Leadership team member to
be retained following the completion
of our recent acquisition. I have also
leveraged the recognition to significantly
expand my network to many other ORBIE
participants as well as vendor partners.
In addition, I have enjoyed increased
opportunities to participate in speaker
panels and a leadership podcast which
were a direct result of the ORBIE award.
Finally, I was pleased to contribute as
a judge for the MiamiCIO of the Year
Awards. It has been an honor and
privilege to become a member of this
community."

USTONCIO
O
H

SCOTT CROWDER
SVP & CIO

"Winning an incredible award like the
ORBIE demonstrates to my company and
executive leaders that I have achieved
a certain degree of success against a
specific set of standards and separated
myself from competitors in front of a
panel of experienced judges, and it has
shed as much light on my company as my
own efforts have.
I believe that it’s my responsibility to
do everything I can to add credibility
and authority to my brand. Winning the
ORBIE helps me accomplish my goals and
positions my organization and company
for long-term success that might
otherwise be unobtainable.
I have leveraged the award through the
tremendous opportunity it has afforded
me to network with some of the most
impressive leaders and technologists.
The award is used through our marketing
channels to convey my credibility and
authority to potential clients, partners,
and others online.
My role as CIO of BMC Software requires
me to create relationships with CIOs
of our current customer base. Being
a CIO of the Year Award winner is a
great advantage in developing those
relationships due to the instant credibility.
The advantage of winning the award is
well worth the blood, sweat, and tears my
team put into winning it."

PITALCIO
A
C

DAVE DUVALL

CIO - Global Corporate Operations

"The single biggest benefit was
shortly after winning my ORBIE - I
was able to secure the official title of
Chief Information Officer. This was a
small thing as my job did not really
change - but it was wonderful to
get the recognition and the title that
really represents the proper scope
and authority in the marketplace. I
think my ORBIE win had a big role in
that!
In addition - I have learned so much
from my chapter counterparts and
truly count them as trusted friends
and advisors.
Getting exposed to all the great
folks in my chapter, as well as the
nominees for the ORBIE awards - has
broadened my leadership network
and I find the advice, guidance and
friendships I've built there great!"

GLOBAL

Includes CIOs for organizations over $2 billion annual revenue & multi-national operations:
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DONIE LOCHAN

ADHIR MATTU

BARRY SHURKEY

"Winning the ORBIE award in 2020 has
been an overwhelming experience for me.
As the winners are recognized and chosen
by prior winners, this award comes with
much higher authenticity and recognition
in the industry.

"Winning the ORBIE has been great on
so many levels but I think my favorite
part is what it has done for my team. I
was honored to win my ORBIE two years
ago, but it is still one of the first things
team members talk to me about & how
proud they are to be a part of winning
such a prestigious award. Winning has
shown the team that they can do so much
more. I am so proud of our team who
has tackled complex implementations
and has modernized NTT DATA with
our digital offerings. This confidence
allowed over 40,000 employees to get
home safely during the pandemic with
modern toolsets and simplified their work
environment.

CTO

"Winning the ORBIE has been an
awesome experience for myself, but
also for my team as it is an indication
of all their leadership, efforts, and
accomplishments. It has also helped
me further my agenda with my CEO
and the board, as it is has lent a level of
credibility to my efforts.
My biggest accomplishment is my role
in transforming Invesco Technology
as 'IT as a supporter and/or enabler
of the business' to 'Technology as a
competitive advantage.' We now work
as a cohesive, global team that is both
empowered and engaged to deliver
value and innovation for Invesco.
There are countless ways in which
our OneTech team has provided value
through transformational initiatives over
the years. But it was only through the
journey of this team - with all its ideas,
experiments, pilots, initiatives and pivots
when things weren't working - that we
achieved success."

VP & CIO

I was recently promoted to Senior Vice
President and Chief Information Officer
with an added scope of work that includes
managing global real estate and workplace
services in over 50 countries, including
physical security, safety and well-being of
our workforce. I have been tasked to lead
the initiative to reimagine the “workplace
of the future.
I am now being invited to participate
and influence many corporate initiatives
including Diversity and Inclusion initiatives,
Environmental Safety and Governance
(ESG) programs and Intern program
development to name a few.
With increased visibility and
acknowledgement of my CIO credentials in
the industry, I am now able to participate
more in the company’s strategic
discussions regarding new customer
acquisitions.
With all the increased limelight and
influence, I have stayed grounded. I am
hugely proud of my ‘Marvellous’ team and
plan to invest even more in their career
development and growth and help position
them to be world-class CIOs of the future."

SVP & CIO

Secondly, the ORBIE has been great
for my company & our brand. It has
shown to the market how well we can
design, implement, & manage large scale
integrations and how our suite of digital
offerings truly helps our clients and their
business. I now get “noticed” as the NTT
DATA CIO on social media where that
probably never would have happened.
Thirdly, and this may be selfish, it can
help elevate my voice when it comes
to breaking barriers & supporting a
more diverse workforce. I’m passionate
about raising awareness about women
in technology, and when I can use my
soapbox to help put a focus on this, I’m
privileged to do so.
Lastly, I love how proud it made my
parents."
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MAMATHA CHAMARTHI
CIO

“Being recognized as a 2020 Boston
CIO ORBIE winner was such an honor.
Through the ORBIE process I have
gained access to a new community
of extraordinary CIOs to learn from,
share ideas with and gain insight
into approaches to solve common
challenges. It has been inspirational to
hear peer stories and InspireCIO has
made this possible.

"A platform like ORBIE helps highlight
technology best practices and the
evolution of the role of the CIO from a
technology leader to a business leader
driving business transformation. The
platform helps collaborate with other
leaders, accelerating our learning.
Demonstrating with examples builds
credibility internally within our
companies in the overall digital strategy.

I am grateful for the opportunity to
not only expand my network but to
bring visibility to the great work the
RMD Digital Technology organization
delivers. I thoroughly believe that
it takes a village, and thus it’s been
important to me to share the award
recognition my incredible leadership
team. The recognition has continued to
strengthen our relationships within the
Raytheon Technologies business as a
thought leader and trusted partner.

One such example in the newly merged
company Stellantis, I created a Global
Transformation Proposal and pitched
it to the executives, drawing from
examples from other industries. During
a 'Leadership Unscripted' session, I was
inspired by the CEO of AT&T Thaddeus
Arroyo to take on a P&L role, and now I
am in such a role at Stellantis.

The Digital Technology organization
is at the front end of our Digital
Transformation journey, partnering so
effectively with peer functions, but the
skills, knowledge and experience within
the Digital Technology organization
has positioned us to be ready for the
moment.”

I am the Chair for the MichiganCIO
community, I would like to bring visibility
to the work of Technology leaders in
Michigan and nationally share the best
practices from Michigan.
I have nominated several leaders for the
ORBIE award."
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MAX CHAN
CIO

"Winning the ORBIE not only helped IT
elevate its stature within the organization,
but it also opened the door for Avnet
with existing and new customers and
supplier partners. The ORBIE Award was
a definite morale booster for the Global
IT organization, where the business
users openly recognized the value
that we have demonstrated since our
IT transformation. They’ve witnessed
the benefit of our IT team members
going from being a support-focused
organization to business IT thought
leaders creating value through innovative
technology solutions that are aligned to
the business’ strategic objectives. Such
acknowledgements gave IT a seat at the
table for new strategic initiatives.
Hearing about the ORBIE award, our
external customers and supplier partners
were curious about what Avnet has
done in technology innovation, digital
transformation, and maturity in our cyber
security posture. This has allowed us
to share our best practices, and many
successful use cases that opened the
door for new opportunities, especially
in the last year where IT has become an
integral part of every business unit. We
have gained even more confidence from
our business stakeholders, customers
and supplier partners.
Since receiving the award I have built
an even greater network of CIO peers
and friends both in Arizona and across
the nation, enabling further best
practice sharing, problem solving, and
collaboration."

SUPER GLOBAL

Includes CIOs for organizations over $16 billion annual revenue & multi-national operations:
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SEEMANTINI GODBOLE
EVP & CIO

"It meant the world just to be
recognized among the leaders at
Charlotte companies that are driving
innovation and making a meaningful
difference in an extremely challenging
environment. But to be honored by our
peers for the work we are doing and
the value we are creating, it really was
incredible validation for our teams’ hard
work and dedication.
At the time of the award, we were in the
middle of our technology transformation
and the middle is always messy. With
our teams working from home and
dealing with personal and professional
challenges, we were able to leverage
the ORBIE to supercharge our teams
in the U.S., Canada and India. We
celebrated the honor with all of them
and it brought them so much pride.
The award also demonstrated to our
associates in 1,700-plus U.S. stores that
we are making exceptional progress in
our journey & provided validation to
our vendor partners that our plans are
working.
I believe this recognition proved that
Lowe’s is a serious player in technology
in the Charlotte region – a very
competitive market for tech talent. We
have used the award to tell that story
and as fuel to keep pushing our teams
forward. It also motivated me to become
a CharlotteCIO member & build closer
ties with the great technology leaders
in Charlotte so we can learn from one
another and work together to make
Charlotte a region where we all thrive."
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STEVE HAGOOD
SVP & CIO

"Being recognized as a two-time
ORBIE CharlotteCIO of the Year winner
has been one of the most humbling
and rewarding recognitions of my
career. The ORBIE award is special
in that it is judged and awarded
by a panel of peer CIOs. Having
your work recognized by peers and
colleagues who face similar business
challenges and understand the everchanging demands of being a CIO is
truly humbling. And certainly, being
recognized by knowledgeable peers
provides credibility with your internal
executives and business leadership
teams – a validation that your
innovation and business partnering
strategies are seen as industry-leading.
As important, the award is truly
a recognition of the outstanding
performance of our entire global
organization of amazing men and
women. Leaders and teams who
dedicate themselves everyday in
supporting our company’s mission
as a climate sustainability leader
and providing innovative technology
solutions that enable our employees to
achieve their full productivity.
I hope I represent our IT organization
well – I know their leadership, energy
and high quality results inspires me."
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JENNIFER HARTSOCK
CIO

"Winning the ORBIE award was an
incredible honor. Immediately following
the announcement that I was the
recipient of the award; the Baker Hughes
Communications Team posted an article
on our intranet to celebrate the news. My
colleagues engaged with the article over
6,000 times in the days that followed.
What an opportunity to showcase the
incredible work being driven out of our
DT organization– good enough, in fact,
to be honored and validated by a third
party.
It isn’t often that DT gets recognized
until something goes wrong. Much of the
good work we do tends to go unnoticed
and is delivered ‘behind the scenes.’ This
opportunity gave us a chance to have a
positive reason to reflect. It is a validation
of the intensity, dedication, and the
collaboration the DT team demonstrates
to deliver differentiated results for Baker
Hughes.
While it is wonderful to be recognized for
my accomplishments, this honor is really
for the entire Baker Hughes DT team that
continues to amaze me every day."
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INSPIRECIO
The heart of InspireCIO is membership in a local chapter, with leading CIOs across the United
States. Contact the InspireCIO Team to learn more about...

INSPIRECIO MEMBERSHIP

Evan McLaughlin | evanm@inspirecio.com
InspireCIO.com

NOMINATIONS & AWARDS

Joye Swanson | joyes@inspirecio.com
ORBIE.org

SPONSORSHIP

Bradley Hutson | bradleyh@inspirecio.com
national.orbie.org/sponsors

NEXT GENERATION LEADER
Lisa LaRoque | lisal@inspirecio.com
InspireCIO.com/NGL

IMAGINATE DIGITAL EVENTS

Stephen Burns | stephen@imaginate.events
Imaginate.Events

THIS IS NOT A
BUSINESS CARD
EXCHANGE GROUP

IMAGINE, CREATE, AND BRING YOUR DIGITAL EVENT TO LIFE.

HOST YOUR NEXT HYBRID EVENT ON IMAGINATE
WWW.IMAGINATE.EVENTS
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